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A WARM WELCOME TO MARLBOROUGH 

The thriving town of Marlborough and the neighbouring pretty village of Manton are set in 

the stunning scenery of the North Wessex Downs Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.  

There's countryside within 10 minutes walk of the High Street in almost any direction, and 

downland, stone circles and ancient Savernake Forest are literally on our doorstep and the 

River Kennet, a rare chalk stream flows through the town centre.  

The town has remained unspoiled, retaining its historic charm and is perfectly situated on 

the old Bath Road (built by order of the Kings of England) linking Bath to London - 

the Great West Way is a rich and enticing route for visitors to explore to this day.  

A favourite watering hole for coach & horses travellers in the past, Marlborough is a       

cosmopolitan destination today continuing to welcome visitors from all over the world.  

The town is renowned for its High Street, second widest in the country, with its plethora of 
local and independent shops, cafes and eateries, which draws in thousands of visitors  

each year.  
 

Away from the High Street there are parks, gardens and some lovely open spaces for the 

benefit of residents and visitors alike.  In and around these locations, our wonderful      

community groups have been working their magic, creating little pockets of green                

for all to enjoy. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.northwessexdowns.org.uk/
http://www.marlborough-tc.gov.uk/visitors/great-west-way
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MARLBOROUGH’S ROAD TO RECOVERY 

 

 

 

 
 

Marlborough has been affected, like so much of the UK, by the pandemic. Visitors have 
been forced to stay away and shops have disappeared from our High St, but fortunately the 
gaps are beginning to be filled - with all the building work that entails. Independent shops 

and small businesses have been hit hard of course, resulting in fewer flowers baskets       
ordered by them as well as the main supplier, sadly being unable to offer a watering       

service this summer. We miss our mass of beautiful baskets, but hopefully the recovery will 
be good and our High St returned to all its’ splendour next year.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The community of volunteers has grown throughout the pandemic and the Town Council 
was delighted to be inundated with offers when volunteer shoppers were needed. The    
system worked beautifully and no one was left stranded. As people begun to return to 

shopping for themselves, the volunteers turned their hand to manning the vaccination cen-
tres and much else, including lunches for kiddies when the schools closed.  

 

Our IYN’s have proudly forged ahead in a Covid safe way, Action for the 
River Kennet carried on teaching school children on Zoom, with the  river 

creatures being delivered to the classrooms instead of the children being in the river!  
 

The pandemic has made the town think differently and acted to keep everyone safe. The 
pavements were widened to facilitate socially distanced outside eating, with temporary 

barriers erected by Wiltshire Council. Marquees and temporary structures also appeared   
in most unlikely places. Marlborough is proud to have fought together against Covid and 
hopes 2022 will bring better times, for health and economics, more visitors to town and     

a brighter Blooming Future for us all.   
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GREEN OPEN SPACES, PARKS & GARDENS 

Marlborough is blessed with many green spaces for .  Here are a few 

which we are particularly proud of: 

 

WYE HOUSE GARDENS was entered into the 2016 

RHS Britain in Bloom South West Parks and Open 

Spaces Award and was awarded three stars in the 

Pride in Park’s Scheme.  These gardens have         

continued to grow and develop into a beautifully 

calm and tranquil spot, just off the hustle and bustle 

of the High Street. 

n. 

THE GREEN is an open space available for     

everyone to enjoy, whether that’s out walking 

the dog or simply sitting on one of the benches 

watching the world go by.  The avenue of trees 

date from about 1840.  They are native Limes 

(also know as Linden or Basswood, of the Tilia 

genus) which are pollarded annually to keep 

them looking good. 

THE COMMON is owned by Marlborough Town 

Council, having been given to the borough by 

King John (reigned 1196 to 1216) as pasture for 

livestock. The Common is used for sport and 

recreation and is a popular spot for dog      

walking.  

THE PRIORY GARDENS are a hidden gem, resting 

on the north of the River Kennet, just off the busy 

High Street.  These are more formal gardens, with 

well maintained rose beds and  herbaceous         

borders, a large open lawn shaded by beautifully 

mature trees, perfect for lazy afternoons in the 
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THE PLUME OF FEATHERS GARDEN 
The Plume of Feathers Garden has been part of a longstanding partnership between    
Marlborough Town Council and the Richmond Fellowship – dating back to 1996 when it 
was started as a project dedicated to helping people find their feet again after a period of 
poor mental health. 
 

Since then it has been through a number of changes, and activity in the garden has waxed 
and waned as other projects have required their own levels of attention.   Now, however, a 

long standing group of  volunteers 
from Richmond Fellowship and 
from our local community are very 
much in evidence and are here to 
stay. 
 
 
Their impact can be seen in the 
hand-made oak bridge across the 
wildlife pond, the  gravelled paths, 
the recently planted    borders and 
new access from Kelham Gardens 
Road through a charming gate   
making it much easier – and more 

immediately inviting - for pedestrians and for residents of Churchill Court across the road. 
 
To complement the work done by these volunteers we are planning a Friends of Plume of 
Feathers Group to continue to support the garden’s future as a place for health and well-
being in our community.   Alongside the Friends Of PoF developments we are also hoping 
to stage one or two small performances, as covid restrictions lift, from local musicians/
performers to celebrate and promote involvement and to raise the profile of this hidden 
gem, looking ahead to what promises to be a rosy future. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Richmond Fellowship will continue to act as an umbrella for the garden as an ongoing    
community enterprise.  
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THE MERCHANT’S HOUSE GARDEN  

The Merchant’s House garden is a fine example of a 17th century garden in  
keeping with the historic house it is part of. 

 
Before: The garden was no more than scrub land before work started on it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After: The garden was transformed into a picturesque 17th Century landscape. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

The Garden was designed by Jeffrey Galvin-Wright and worked on by an  
army of Merchant’s House Volunteers. 
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THE WATERFRONT GARDEN IN KENNET PLACE 

The Waterfront Garden in Kennet Place provides a beautiful outdoor setting for the cafe 
within a community garden for everyone to enjoy, on one side of the wall.  On the other 
side, a habitat that attracts amazing wildlife has been created, which has become some-

thing of a sanctuary, where we encourage people to keep wildlife wild. We encourage 
watching wildlife, rather than throwing foodstuff into the water, which can do so much 

damage. 
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1st MARLBOROUGH BROWNIES 
 

1st Marlborough Brownies planted these 
sun flower seeds to display at St Mary’s 

Church.  

They have learned to plant, re-pot and care 
for the seeds, and are pleased to be part of 
the project.  Fingers crossed they turn out 

like this! 
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COOPER’S MEADOW 

Cooper’s Meadow is a water meadow in the centre of Marlborough, with the Kennet           

flowing through. The site is owned and managed by Marlborough Town Council. Action for 

the River Kennet (ARK) a local charity and the Rivers Trust for the Kennet catchment lead 

their volunteers to 

manage the riverbanks 

in an environmentally 

friendly way.  

 

The buffer of native      

vegetation, all planted 

by volunteers is        

preventing erosion,       

filtering pollution and 

is a riverbank corridor 

for wildlife including 

water vole. 

 
 

The water meadow is grazed by local sheep, as part of a long-term project to improve         
biodiversity at the site. The sheep are our conservation grazers and for the community and 

visitors of all ages bring a little of the countryside to the heart of the town. 
 

 
ARK volunteer ‘Sheep Lookers’ 
check the flock on a daily basis, 

checking their health, the pasture 
pump which provides water and 

removing litter. 
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STONEBRIDGE WILD RIVER RESERVE…. in all it’s glory! 

Stonebridge Wild River Reserve comprises of two parcels of land, the water meadow to 
the south of the Kennet which is jointly owned by Action for the River Kennet (ARK) and      

Marlborough Town Council and the land north of the river is leased by ARK.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ARK is a local charity and is the Rivers Trust for the Kennet catchment. 
The 15 acre  site is managed for wildlife and people and the ARK volunteers (240+), made 

up of members of the community have continued to play a huge role preserving and      
enhancing the site.   

 
Last autumn 3000 snake’s head fritillary bulbs were planted at an 
ARK community bulb planting day, this spring 210 more native trees 
have been planted filling in gaps in the hedge for wildlife and starting 
off three new copses. 
 
Boardwalk and hedge maintenance, daily litter picking and a range of 
wildlife surveying and monitoring continues. Last autumn volunteers 
were trained to carry out harvest mouse nest surveys.  

 
 

The stream- water crowfoot (ranunculus) planting         
continues downstream at the reserve, building on the 
success at the upper half of the reserve. This stunning 

aquatic weed is an important chalk stream plant and is a 
favourite food source for the resident water vole          

population. 
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STONEBRIDGE WILD RIVER RESERVE….. ongoing maintenance 

and volunteer involvement  

Last autumn the wetland underwent  major maintenance, to remove a substantial amount 
of runoff that it had filtered. The wetland was created to do just this, capture and clean 

runoff pollution to prevent it flowing directly into the Kennet. The digger was operated by 
a local County Councillor and the digging out means the wetland can now continue to fulfil 

its multiple functions. 

 
 

Free community events have continued 
over the last year, socially distanced 

ARK Vole Strolls have been very popular 
with all ages. ARK has also worked with 
a local mental health charity to provide 
Vole Strolls for their clients and feed-

back has been extremely positive. 
 
 

ARK River School sessions have re-started, welcoming cub groups and local schools to the 
reserve to learn about their local river, an internationally rare chalk stream.  ARK help     

children engage with the outdoors, gain practical skills and identification skills in and by the 
river through a range of activities. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Town Council grounds team keep bins emptied and maintain paths for access      
through mowing and support ARK with disposal of additional rubbish that volunteers      

pull from the river.  
 

Very much a team effort! 
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MARLBOROUGH’S VICTORIAN CEMETERY 

The Friends of the Victorian Cemetery are now in their 7th year 

and although they are a small mostly retired group, they have 

carried on their work when possible what with the arrival of  

Covid in this last year which bought in strict  rules, meeting 

dates had to be  abandoned, and South West in Bloom became 

a casualty with its cancellation, but all was not lost and there 

were months when they worked really hard especially in the 

Non-Conformist area making more inroads, trying to keep on 

top of the thistles before they seeded.  

The weed liners that were laid by volunteers, Sue and Jean really 

helped (a) by defining a path in between grave stones and helping to 

cut down on repetitive weeding, but the need is always ongoing as   

nature is happy to regain lost ground.   

In November, some worked in the afternoons when it was warmer 

tackling the St Peter’s area where we knew a lot of snowdrops and 

other bulbs hidden under brambles and old graves would be exposed. 

The ‘Friends’ had a small fundraising get together at Sawyers Cottage 

and with some very generous donations from members and 

friends, purchased 2000 mixed crocus bulbs, and the Rotary    

donated 500 purple which are planted around a holly tree and in 

the St Peter’s area, so they hope over the decades they will     

self-germinate and give much joy. 

 

One of the volunteers, Alan has offered 

to refurbish their little bench, and it is 

nice to see   people who pass through  

using it to sit quietly and view.   

 

 

Just some of the ‘friends’ who share a common love 

and desire to preserve this precious heritage for           

future generations.  
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PRESHUTE SCHOOL GRAND GESTURES GARDEN GROUP 

Preshute School Grand Gestures Garden Group came into being three years ago. 

ARK [Action for River Kennet], a few years previously, had created several thriving garden 

areas including the striking Rain Garden feature on the High Street verge highlighting the 

importance of conserving our water supplies and wildflower areas. 

However, due to several factors including reduced  

budgets, the gardens had been  neglected and over-

looked.  Things needed 

to change.   

Enter one grandma with 

clipboard! 

 After discussions with 

the head teacher, it was 

agreed to form a group 

of enthusiastic grandparents and parents to tidy up and 

refresh the gardens and pond area. 

Over three thousand hours of volunteer work has been 

carried out in the last three years, both inside and    

outside, the school. 

Starting with filling a large skip with rubbish of all kinds 

then enlisting wonderful help from St. George’s church, David Oliver [ tree surgeon,] Bren-

nan’s, [ groundwork,] Wiltshire Wildlife Trust, Miss Hawkins, yr.6 teacher, Brewin Dolphin, 

interested villagers and a wonderful total of 25, and counting, families prepared to put in 

time and energy and various skills to taking a pride in the school and its grounds. 

Of course, this has not gone unnoticed by the children. They 

also come in at weekends to paint, sweep and tidy with their 

parents. Taking all the necessary Covid-related precautions, 

they learn about plants, birds, pond life and ‘taking a pride’. 

The amount of litter left 

after each school week is 

miniscule now. 
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PRESHUTE SCHOOL GRAND GESTURES GARDEN GROUP……  

the work just doesn't stop…... 

We have a variety of areas where the children can express different feelings and emotions. 

The top garden is suitable for outdoor lessons and wildlife study. 

The pond area is secure and is only accessed with supervision but is a wonderful teaching 

aid and area where children who are frustrated and 

cross can go and settle their thoughts and become   

absorbed in nature. 

Another area, under a large tree, is a child’s seating 

area created by visitors from the Gunjur, guests of the 

Marlborough 

Brandt Group. 

All groups love 

to play here. 

A special quiet garden area was created three years 

ago, by the then Year 6 in memory of their friend 

and classmate, Bobby Cox, [ whilst they were  in 

Year R/ Year 1.] This garden contains a magnificent 

copper-beech tree, a dinosaur garden with ancient 

plants, and an outdoor library plus buddy-bench. 

Children are encouraged to sit and read here and 

talk to each other.  A quiet area.  

Pupils who helped create this garden will be in Year 

9 at St. John’s next year and, of their own volition, 

have asked if they can come back to help care for 

the garden in their allotted volunteering sessions 

next term.                                                                                                                                                                                                     

A flourishing herb garden completes the initiative. 

The front approach to the school Is brightened by 

freshly painted fencing and colourful flower beds 

and containers. 

A real team effort.  
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MARLBOROUGH COMMUNITY ORCHARD,  
TRANSITION MARLBOROUGH AND THE BEE ROADZZ 

 
Marlborough Community Orchard saw its first plantings in 2012 and is now a dispersed 
collection of over 80 fruit and nut trees sited in 11 public areas across the town and the 
neighbouring village of Manton. Many are old Wiltshire Heritage varieties of apple and the 
founding vision was of  ‘a Town in an Orchard’.  
 
The tress are sited at:  
 
Diamond Jubilee plantation—Frees Avenue 
(the largest single site)  
Rogers Meadow 
Wye House Gardens 
Plume of Feathers Garden (off London Road)  
Reed’s Ground (opposite the Roebuck)  
Waitrose Car Park 
Priory Gardens 
St Mary’s churchyard 
St Peter’s churchyard 
Jubilees Fields, Manton 
College Fields 
 
Members of the original MCO group, passionately led by Philippa Davenport – championed 
the project and can now see the literal fruits of their labours as the trees have become an 
integral part of the town’s landscape.  
 
In 2019, the responsibility for the care of the trees started to be taken on by Transition 
Marlborough, working closely with the MCO pioneers. We are now working towards       
integrating the Orchard sites with other Transition projects - the Bee Roadzz and the   
Community Fridge – and including them in our 10th birthday celebrations in September 
2021.  

          
The Bee Roadzz began small in 2016 with an initial ambition 
to improve habitat for bees and other pollinators between 
Marlborough and neighbouring Pewsey, 7 miles away. It’s 
now a broad awareness-raising project encouraging people 
to make a contribution, large or small, to improving local   

biodiversity.  We have worked closely with the Marlborough Downs farmers through Space 
for Nature, engaged with schools, churches, allotmenteers, parish & town councils,           
gardening clubs and others;  presented about the project to conferences and groups locally 
and nationally, distributed nearly 900 packets of wildflowers seeds earlier this year and 
made two further films (wildflowers for gardens, and farm scale wildlfowers ) which can be 
seen on Transition Marlborough’s YouTube channel.    
 
We have recently agreed with the Town Council grounds manager and the Amenity and 
Open Spaces Committee to change the mowing regime for the key plantation on Frees    
Avenue and to create a wildflower area here and, with solid support from enthusiastic         
local residents, to improve the biodiversity of the site at College Fields too. The MCO sites 
are perfect candidates for improving pollinator-friendly siting as that will help to improve 
yields and, hence, opportunities for more community involvement in a virtuous cycle.  
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MARLBOROUGH COMMUNITY ORCHARD,  
TRANSITION MARLBOROUGH AND THE BEE ROADZZ…..       

And there is more….. 
 
In June, in partnership with the Town Council – we opened a Community Fridge in          
Marlborough and we intend to distribute some of the MCO harvest through that project 
this autumn, further connecting the orchard trees and their value with the people of the 
town. That may include harvest for juicing with our local apple pressing service – My Apple 
Juice – about whom we also made a short film.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As part of the celebrations for Transition Marlborough’s 10th birthday celebrations in     
September we plan to a hold a joyful and colourful procession, visiting all the MCO sites 
across the town to raise awareness of Marlborough being a ‘town in an a orchard’. 
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THE RETURN OF THE GREAT MARLBOROUGH SPRING CLEAN  
……...Volunteering at it’s very best! 

 
 

This spring, we once again joined Keep Britain Tidy 
and rallied our community of #Litterheroes on the 
#MillionMileMission to clear litter from our streets, 
parks and beaches across the country, because what 
is good for our environment is good for our mental 
and physical health too.   
 

In the past 12 months our outdoor spaces and places have mattered to us more than ever 
before and we already have a team of litter pickers who support the town on a regular   
basis, picking litter in their free time for the benefit of us all.   
 
We supply all of the equipment needed, some useful health and safety guidance and       
arrange to pick up the bags of rubbish collected.   Volunteers can go it alone or team up 
with friends, work colleagues and neighbours (in groups of no more than 6 at this time). 
 
All we ask is that they let us know how many bags of litter have been 
collected, which    areas have been covered and that volunteers send 

us lots of lovely pics which we can share on social 
media.   #GBSpringClean #CleanUpWilts  
              #loveMarlboroughUK 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/litterheroes?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUY2-PvlU2C7JR295E1eR15A6ca4IyiPwfXH2aUdPEaSzQNhBuk9mEezKYqay4v60xfslrQZ3GTSK2LeZ7q7uZ6NQgW5YJ2U4tTkdcgKWeodUauIEqfljXxzFtxq9qNyq9O4YngNWAaEzWVJZfS-T3l&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/millionmilemission?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUY2-PvlU2C7JR295E1eR15A6ca4IyiPwfXH2aUdPEaSzQNhBuk9mEezKYqay4v60xfslrQZ3GTSK2LeZ7q7uZ6NQgW5YJ2U4tTkdcgKWeodUauIEqfljXxzFtxq9qNyq9O4YngNWAaEzWVJZfS-T3l&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/gbspringclean?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWmtobpvJpOPK2ba1Tmg7b-DyETSceysJt5SsaLrVDzBqRs2jaKk_hj_XdzPRErLGWBh7u0tcXNHT35gJCDG87cT1gmPuD7nLGlBR4MxbpBjJA6c8ylTEopTfW5DcDSNx7CzdMmgSbFbYrJ-R1mmQ7b&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/cleanupwilts?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWmtobpvJpOPK2ba1Tmg7b-DyETSceysJt5SsaLrVDzBqRs2jaKk_hj_XdzPRErLGWBh7u0tcXNHT35gJCDG87cT1gmPuD7nLGlBR4MxbpBjJA6c8ylTEopTfW5DcDSNx7CzdMmgSbFbYrJ-R1mmQ7b&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/lovemarlboroughuk?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWmtobpvJpOPK2ba1Tmg7b-DyETSceysJt5SsaLrVDzBqRs2jaKk_hj_XdzPRErLGWBh7u0tcXNHT35gJCDG87cT1gmPuD7nLGlBR4MxbpBjJA6c8ylTEopTfW5DcDSNx7CzdMmgSbFbYrJ-R1mmQ7b&__tn__=*NK-R
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ST JOHN’S CLOSE COMMUNITY GARDEN  

St John’s Close is a development of 28 original terraced and 
semi-detached houses created between 1908 and 1910,    

according to the principles of the Garden Cities, which were    
popular at the time.  Designed to have access to green 

space, fresh air and light, the houses face an open area of 
allotments, garages and since 2019 a Community Garden 

created from an unused allotment by local residents.   

The garden has central dome structure, support for hazel and roses, houses seating and a 
table for six, providing a focus for ad hoc meetings and drinks.  The lawn is used for outdoor 
games, table top sales and the annual summer party.  Most recently an archway has been 
introduced to support climbing       
roses at the entrance, currently                
surrounded by foxgloves.  Planting is 
on a theme of wildflowers for bees, 
free food and herbs.  An insect hotel    
created by our youngest gardener, is 
quietly colonised by all sorts of    
creatures. 

The Community Garden is now an 
integral part of life in the Close and 
was particularly valuable during 
2020 for outdoor, open air contact 
between neighbours who would    
otherwise have been isolated.   

St John’s Close has been recognised 
in the Neighbourhood Plan as an   
Area of Special Interest in the town, 
due to its history, architecture and 
community spirit. 
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BLOOMING BUSINESSES 

Marlborough is a tourist town and the High Street shops, pubs and businesses have 

pubs 

and cafes. The Lamb are regular entrants into the competition with their amazing floral   

displays, now an iconic part of The Parade, alongside The Bear and Dan’s at The Crown.  

introducing more   

self-watering  baskets. We aim for   

sustain

. 
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MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT HOUSING ASSOCIATION               

COMMUNITY GARDEN 

This perfect little hidden gem, just off The Green is much loved by its’ residents and the 

love shows. Everyone seems to be growing something from a cottage garden in pots to 

fruit and veg along with excellent areas of wildlife habitat. They are rewarded with          

visitations from hedgehogs, foxes and much more, including nesting birds.  

“Oh look - my first tomato has just  appeared!” Cottage Garden in Pots provides a beautiful secluded 

place to sit and peacefully enjoy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One of the havens for wildlife  
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ST PETER’S CHURCHYARD 

The churchyard at St Peter's is managed by the   

charitable trust that runs the church. They have in 

the past coped with volunteer help but have now 

taken on a part-time gardener to help them with 

keeping the beds in bloom and 

tidy.  They have been moving 

slowly towards more sustainable 

planting (i.e. not so much          

dependence on annuals). Their 

current planting project is a        

bee-friendly wildflower patch at 

the west end of the  churchyard.  

They have also had some significant tree pruning carried out this year to open up the east 

end of the churchyard to more light, and are in the process of  providing more benches for 

members of the public to enjoy the space. 

HIGHFIELD COMMUNITY GARDEN 

This project is all about maximising the enjoyment of the garden with planting to  reflect 

the eclectic mix of people they supports and provide care for, particularly during the      

pandemic where they effectively had to remain a closed community. It is also important to 

be able to pay their respects and remember those who are no longer with them,         

somewhere to sit and reflect.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

Garden Crafts  

A lovely spot  to sit and remember... 
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SAVERNAKE VIEW CARE HOME  
 
A big overhaul in the gardens, with the addition of some wonderful raised beds that will 
mean the residents can get more involved with the planting and daily maintenance.   
 
It really is looking lovely and the whole project is nearing completion.  More planting will 
be underway very soon.  
 
A newly laid patio will mean staff and residents have lots of  space to enjoy events and    
activities outside, when restrictions lift and normality resumes.  

 
 

Residents getting stuck in! 

Work in progress…. All completed and ready to enjoy! 
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GETTING THE WORD OUT THERE……. 
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